
You don’t pronounce the R in Lars
Say ’Last’ in british english

Take away the ST
Now add the ’SH’ Connery style
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Life’s a beach and then you decay

Thank you!

You know I can’t 

see in here! You have to 

interpret everything for me

and describe how 

wonderful it is 

out there!

out there!

Eh..
What’s in the exact 

middle Dock?
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Possess. Possessing! Obsession!!!.. Position?


When you really want something you might possess about it. You dwell on it like 
crazy because you want it so much. Or do you?


Maybe you don’t? Maybe it has become an obsession.

That obsession might be routed in something else?


Let’s say you dream of becoming world famous!


And that dream could very well be about you acknowledging yourself without 
anything external, which would be the definition. Now, can you see that this is 

actually the complete opposite. Wow. You see how things play out.


So what you are obsessing about is in fact your own harmony.


When something is not in your possession? There is a distance between you and 
whatever this is right? You are here and what you want is over there.


Sometimes way over there! Like in another country. Or perhaps another continent.

As a species we seem to think that it’s on another planet? Weird..


But I now know. 4 Sho. 

All I am looking for is me.

In harmony. Can you see?


Just Free 2 B.


And I also know 4 sho that whatever is ment for me here on planet earth is coming 
to be. I attract what is most harmonious for me when…drumroll! Baseball bat in 

the head! BAM!! You guest it! When I am.


So what about the planet thing? What about moving to Mars?

Well. This can be done and will happen in the future. But never ever ever as an 

option to leave the heart behind. Mars is like a kool accessory.


I can’t become harmonious and find myself completely in love in my ringfinger?

I do that in my heart. Here in earth.


The universe plays with me, like a puppet. It tests me to see if I can keep calm and 
harmonious despite neck up in shit. So I do my best, and that is not adding on.


I do nothing. I heal. I wait. For my obsession.

To come into position. I breath slowly to be sure to keep calm.


And wait for the dream to dock.




Talk yourself thru it. Communicate calmly with all involved.

You, the heart & mind. Just like in a movie:


- Heart: Ok we are clear of guilt everybody..

- Soul: Nice. Looks like this is gonna work out.

- Mind: Yes. It was pretty demanding though..

- Heart: It was. Twas.

- Soul: Hahaha! Funny.

- Source: You are clear for dream docking, great job everyone.

- Source: This is not only a great expansion for you. But a giant supernova for 

human kindness.


Heart, Mind, Soul: We know. Thank you for all the support. We never could have 
done this without youz.


Source: It’s about love. It’s all about love.


Me: Hey! Those are my words! :D


Thank you.


Lars ”The most famous human being on earth” Rosenblad

(With a message greater than ego)


- EGO: It’s alright. I never wanted to be IT anyway. Too much pressure.
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